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RATIONS DROPPED PROM THE AIR -TO SNOWBOUND DIVISION IN ITALY

When part of a'-British Infantry Division became snowed up in Italy, recently,

the Food situation became so acute in some sectors that rations had to be dropped

from the .air in parachute containers.
was

This emergency air supply service/put into immediate effect after mule transport

had become impracticable, owing tc the depth of the snow*

The snowing-up occurred along a line extending from Agnone to Castel di Sangro

and Montazzdi and troops in these localities experienced some of the stickiest

weather conditions since the Italian campaign was launched. A violent blizzard

arose -and by daylight the countryside was buried beneath 3ft. of snow.

Even the Sangro river was frozen over and, in some sections, carried snow 4- t,

deep over treacherous ice, which constantly gave way beneath the terrific weigh ;

of the snow. Yet an infantry patrol of a famous Irish Brigade succeeded in cross!

the river, though waist deep in slush.

The Irish Brigade was located, at the time, in the region of Castel di Sangro,

This bleak outpost could not be reached on wheels by day, because the enemy had

positions overlooking the road which ran through the valley up to the Castle,

Dispositions of the Irish Brigade and other troops were supplied with rations

and other essentials under the cover of night*

This daring manoeuvre was carried out on certain nights by a convoy system of many

vehicles protected by a considerable- guard party which used to turn out along the roan

where enemy patrols were likely to be active.

Several times, Castel di Sangro came under shell-fire: even so, throughout the

snowing-up, troops continued to occupy houses in which electric light was a rare

luxury. They were, in fact, cut off from supplies for three days, because the

convoy was unable- to get through owing to the intensity of the anew.
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